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BATTLETOME:  
KHARADRON OVERLORDS

DESIGNERS’ COMMENTARY, JANUARY 2023
The following commentary is intended to complement Battletome:  
Kharadron Overlords. It is presented as a series of questions and 
answers; the questions are based on ones that have been asked by 
players, and the answers are provided by the rules writing team and 
explain how the rules are intended to be used. The commentaries 
help provide a default setting for your games, but players should 
always feel free to discuss the rules before a game, and change things 
as they see fit if they both want to do so (changes like this are usually 
referred to as ‘house rules’).

Our commentaries are updated regularly; when changes are made, 
any changes from the previous version will be highlighted in 
magenta. Where the date has a note, e.g. ‘Revision 2’, this means it 
has had a local update, only in that language, to clarify a translation 
issue or other minor correction.

Q: Can an endless spell that was cast with the ‘Spell in a Bottle’ 
enhancement be controlled by the bearer?
A: No.

Q: If I use the Fly High ability to disengage with a unit, can that unit 
still shoot or charge later in the same turn?
A: It can still shoot as per the Disengage ability but it cannot charge.

Q: Can I use the Fly High ability instead of making a normal move 
that is granted by an effect? For example, can I use the Fly High ability 
instead of moving with the Scent Tracking battalion ability from 
Pitched Battles 2021 or the ‘There’s Always a Breeze If You Look For It’ 
Barak-Zilfin ability?
A: Yes to both questions.

Q: If a unit with the Flying Transport rule is in the Battle Regiment 
core battalion, can other units from the same battalion be set up inside 
that unit’s garrison when that battalion is set up?
A: Yes.

Q: Are Great Endrinworks a unique enhancement (core rules, 27.3.7)? 
If yes, can I take an additional Great Endrinwork if a rule would let 
me take an extra enhancement? 
A: Yes to both.

Q: Can units garrisoning a Kharadron Overlords Skyvessel 
leave the garrison in the movement phase if that Skyvessel has not 
yet moved in that phase? If yes, can that garrisoning unit and that 
Skyvessel then each be picked to make a normal move or run in that 
phase as normal?
A: Yes to both.

Q: If an enemy Kharadron Overlords Skyvessel with a unit 
garrisoned in it finishes a charge move within 3" of a friendly unit, and 
there are no other enemy units within 3" of that friendly unit, could 
that friendly unit still receive the ‘Unleash Hell’ command ability to 
shoot at the charging Skyvessel (or the garrisoned unit)?
A: Yes.

Q: The ‘Collector’ command trait allows an additional Hero to have 
an artefact if the general has an artefact. If my subfaction requires 
the first artefact received to be the one specified in that subfaction’s 
abilities, could I give the additional artefact from ‘Collector’ to my 
general and the subfaction artefact to the other Hero?
A: No.

ERRATA, JANUARY 2023
The following errata correct errors in Battletome: Kharadron 
Overlords. The errata are updated regularly; when changes are 
made, any changes from the previous version will be highlighted in 
magenta. Where the date has a note, e.g. ‘Revision 2’, this means it 
has had a local update, only in that language, to clarify a translation 
issue or other minor correction.

Page 65 – Emergency Ventplates
Change the final sentence to:
‘If you do so, until the end of that phase, subtract 1 from hit rolls for 
attacks that target the bearer and attacks that target friendly units 
wholly within 6" of the bearer.’

Page 67 – Iggrind-Kaz Surge-injection Endrin Mk. IV
Change the start of the first sentence to:
‘When this model makes a normal move or retreats…’

Page 69 – There’s Always a Breeze If You Look For It
Change to:
‘Once per battle, in your hero phase, 1 friendly Barak-Zilfin unit 
can make a normal move, or retreat or disengage.’

Page 72 – Opportunistic Privateer
Change the start of the last sentence to:
‘If you do so, that Skyvessel cannot make a normal move, run or 
retreat in the first battle round…’

Page 73 – Amendment – Take Help Where You Can Get It:
Change to:
‘1 in every 4 units in a Barak-Thryng army can be a coalition unit (see 
below) from the Cities of Sigmar or Fyreslayers faction that has the 
Duardin keyword. Those units gain the Barak-Thryng keyword.

COALITION UNITS
Coalition units do not count towards the number of Battleline units 
in your army. However, they do count towards the maximum number 
of Leader, Behemoth and Artillery units in your army. Coalition 
units cannot be generals. In addition, coalition units are ignored 
when determining if the units in your army are from a single faction.

Designer’s Note: Coalition units are not allied units, so the 
limitations that apply to allied units do not apply to them. This means 
that coalition units can be given one of your army’s enhancements, as 
long as they have the correct keywords or are of the correct unit type 
needed to receive it.’
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Pages 76-79 – Path to Glory 
These Path to Glory campaign rules are not compatible with the latest 
version of the Path to Glory rules from the Core Book. You can still 
use them to run a ‘classic’ Path to Glory campaign, or you can use the 
rules from the Core Book to run a ‘modern’ Path to Glory campaign.

Page 79 – Opportunistic Privateer
Change the last sentence to:
‘Units set up in this way cannot make a normal move, run or retreat 
in the first battle round.’

Page 82 – Brokk Grungsson, Hitcher
Change the first paragraph to:
‘If this model is wholly within 6" of a friendly Skyvessel 
immediately before the Skyvessel uses its Fly High ability, you can 
say that this model will hitch a lift instead of making a normal move 
or retreat (as long as this model has not already made a normal move 
or retreat in the same phase).’

Page 84 – Endrinmaster with Dirigible Suit, Hitcher
Change the first paragraph to:
‘If this model is wholly within 6" of a friendly Skyvessel 
immediately before the Skyvessel uses its Fly High ability, you can 
say that this model will hitch a lift instead of making a normal move 
or retreat (as long as this model has not already made a normal move 
or retreat in the same phase).’

Page 90 – Arkanaut Ironclad, Flying Transport
Add the following to the first paragraph:
‘If this unit is in a warscroll battalion, other units in the same 
battalion that can garrison this unit can be set up as this unit’s 
garrison when this unit is set up.’

Page 90 – Arkanaut Ironclad, Flying Transport
Change the final sentence of the second paragraph to:
‘Models cannot contest objectives while garrisoning a Skyvessel.’

Page 90 – Arkanaut Ironclad, Fly High
Change the first sentence to:
‘Instead of making a normal move or retreat with this model, if there 
are less than 7 wounds currently allocated to this model, you can say 
that it will fly high (it can disengage).’

Page 91 – Arkanaut Frigate, Flying Transport
Add the following to the first paragraph:
‘If this unit is in a warscroll battalion, other units in the same 
battalion that can garrison this unit can be set up as this unit’s 
garrison when this unit is set up.’

Page 91 – Arkanaut Frigate, Flying Transport
Change the final sentence of the second paragraph to:
‘Models cannot contest objectives while garrisoning a Skyvessel.’

Page 91 – Arkanaut Frigate, Fly High
Change the first sentence to:
‘Instead of making a normal move or retreat with this model, if there 
are less than 7 wounds currently allocated to this model, you can say 
that it will fly high (it can disengage).’

Page 92 – Grundstok Gunhauler, Fly High
Change the first sentence to:
‘Instead of making a normal move or retreat with this model, you can 
say that it will fly high (it can disengage).’

Page 94 – Endrinrigger, Hitcher
Change the first paragraph to:
‘If this unit is wholly within 6" of a friendly Skyvessel immediately 
before the Skyvessel uses its Fly High ability, you can say that this 
unit will hitch a lift instead of making a normal move or retreat (as 
long as this model has not already made a normal move or retreat in 
the same phase).’

Page 95 – Skywardens, Hitcher
Change the first paragraph to:
‘If this unit is wholly within 6" of a friendly Skyvessel immediately 
before the Skyvessel uses its Fly High ability, you can say that this 
unit will hitch a lift instead of making a normal move or retreat (as 
long as this model has not already made a normal move or retreat in 
the same phase).’

WHITE DWARF ISSUE 475
Page 30 – Battle Tactics, Boots on the Ground
Change the rule to:
‘Pick 3 friendly units garrisoned in Skyvessels. You complete 
this battle tactic at the end of the turn if those units are all on the 
battlefield, are not garrisoned and are wholly within enemy territory.’

Page 30 – Battle Tactics, Mobilise the Fleet
Change the rule to:
‘You cannot pick this battle tactic in the first battle round. Pick 3 
friendly units that are not garrisoned within Skyvessels. You 
complete this battle tactic at the end of this turn if those units are all 
garrisoned within Skyvessels.’
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